Abstract. In large collections of documents that are divided into predefined classes, the differences and similarities of those classes are of special interest. This paper presents an approach that is able to automatically extract terms from such document collections which describe what topics discriminate a single class from the others (discriminating terms) and which topics discriminate a subset of the classes against the remaining ones (overlap terms). The importance for real world applications and the effectiveness of our approach are demonstrated by two out of practice examples. In a first application our predefined classes correspond to different scientific conferences. By extracting terms from collections of papers published on these conferences, we determine automatically the topical differences and similarities of the conferences. In our second application task we extract terms out of a collection of product reviews which show what features reviewers commented on. We get these terms by discriminating the product review class against a suitable counter-balance class. Finally, our method is evaluated comparing it to alternative approaches.
Introduction
With the growing amount of textual data available in digital form, also methods and techniques for exploring these resources are increasingly attracting attention. In many cases classes (or clusters) of documents can be distinguished and topical differences and similarities among those classes are of interest. Depending on the concrete task it can also be worthwhile to explore stylistic or linguistic differences.
In this paper we present an approach that helps in analyzing a set of classes of documents with respect to the question what one class of documents discriminates from the rest -by extracting discriminating terms. The technique also determines so-called overlap terms that discriminate a subset of the classes from the remaining ones. The classes of documents e.g. could correspond to different scientific conferences with their published papers as documents. The extracted discriminating terms then show the topics that are unique for the specific conference. See figure 1 for an example that was generated by our new approach. In the venn diagram each circle represents one conference. All three conferences deal with graphical representations and visualization. Yet, each conference has its own specific orientation in the field. In an outer section of the diagram that is unique for one of the conferences the terms that discriminate this conference from all the others are displayed. In the case of the Vis and the comparison to Siggraph and InfoVis those terms are {flow field, scalar field, volume data, volume dataset, vector field, volume visualization}. Furthermore, you can see the terms that are shared by two conferences and discriminate them against the third conference in the overlap regions of the diagram. Apparently, there is no overlap of the Siggraph and the InfoVis conference. While this might not be surprising for an expert in the area of these conferences (as the Vis conference is topically somewhere in between Siggraph and InfoVis), it provides quite useful information to non-experts without requiring substantial reading efforts. The overlap area of all three conferences remains empty, because our approach only extracts discriminating terms and in this case there is nothing to discriminate against. Please note that this is a very small introductory example. In section 4.1 we present the result of an analysis with more conferences and more terms. But the application area of our method is much wider than that. The technique can be applied to any application task in which discriminating and / or overlapping terms between different classes are of interest. It turns out to be a powerful tool in any scenario in which terms that cover a certain topic or aspect have to be separated not only from general stopwords but also from terms covering other aspects that are currently not of interest. An example for such a scenario is given in section 4.2 where we use our technique to extract product attributes from a set of printer reviews. The challenge here is to extract the terms that hold the information about what the customers were satisfied or dissatisfied with, but filter out the review-typical words that they use to convey their message. Discriminating and overlapping terms for the three conferences Siggraph, Vis, and InfoVis (generated with about 100 papers of each conference). Terms in the overlapping areas are shared by two classes and discriminate them against the third one while the rest of the terms discriminates one specific class against the others.
Numerous methods are dedicated to the extraction of terms out of document collections. These methods can be divided into four main categories: keyword extraction methods, information extraction methods, labeling methods and domain specific term extraction methods. Approaches for keyword extraction often originate from the information retrieval field like e.g. the prominent TFIDF method ( [1] , [2] ). An extensive survey on that can be found in [3] . But also in text mining research keyword extraction methods play a role ( [4] , [5] ). In a usual case there is a measure that allows to score terms with respect to a document or a document collection and a certain number of top scored terms are then extracted. An important example for information extraction is the named entity recognition. It is aimed at extracting proper names, that have a certain semantic category, in order to construct semantic lexica ( [6] , [7] ). Typical examples for such categories are names of persons, companies or locations. Among the term extraction approaches are some that extract domain specific terms comparing an analysis corpus of a certain domain with a reference corpus. The reference corpus is aimed to be as broad and universal as possible and can either be a general language corpus ( [8] , [9] ) or composed of several other domain corpora [10] . Another approach takes a large collection of heterogeneous newspaper articles as a reference corpus [11] . Those approaches are useful for example to support terminology extraction or ontology construction. Methods for labeling are mainly used for visualization tasks. Usually they extract very few terms that describe (the documents that constitute) a certain area of a visualization. In the ThemeScape T M visualization [12] a common TFIDF approach is used for the labeling of the distinct document clusters. A similar labeling approach is done in the WEBSOM visualization [13] where the relative frequencies of terms in the different nodes of the self-organizing map are compared [14] [15] . Our method is similar to the approaches that do domain specific term extraction because we also compare the scores of a certain term for different domains/classes. Yet, in contrast to those methods we compare several class corpora with and to each other instead of using a general reference corpus for comparison. Furthermore, we use a novel measure called TFICF which is an adaption of the popular TFIDF measure to assess the importance of a term within a class. This allows us to determine discriminating terms for single classes or sets of classes in the concrete context of other interesting classes. By doing so, we are able to figure out the topical coherences and distinctions among a whole set of particular classes and thus satisfy a very specific information need. In [16] a term frequency inverse cluster frequency value is calculated to get feature vectors of previously attained clusters of document paragraphs. In contrast to our approach the cluster simply can be seen as a concatenation of all of its documents so that actually there is no difference to the common TFIDF formula. Our approach is also situated in the context of contrastive summarization [17] and comparative text mining [18] which is a subtask of contextual text mining [19] . Contrastive summarization has a rather narrow application field, it only regards the binary case (two classes) and is focused on opinion mining. Having reviews of two products, the aim is to automatically generate summaries for each product, that highlight the difference in opinion between the two products. While the fundamental idea of comparative text mining is closely related to our work, the outcome of the cross-collection mixture model proposed in [18] is rather orthogonal to our approach. The process is subdivided in two steps "(1) discovering the common themes along all collections; (2) for each discovered theme, characterize what is in common among all the collections and what is unique to each collection". Whereas this kind of analysis is based on the themes common to all classes, our method does explicitly not account for those themes, but for themes that discriminate one or several classes from the remaining ones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in section 3 we motivate and introduce our new technique. Then in section 4 we present two application domains with concrete examples. In section 5 we provide an evaluation of our methods and compare it with other techniques. Finally, in section 6 we give a conclusion.
Technique
In order to determine discriminating or overlap terms, first of all we need to be able to quantify how important a certain term is for a certain class. It would be straight forward to use the standard TFIDF method. But unfortunately that approach is not suitable in this case. The TFIDF value determines an importance value for a certain term with respect to a document within a document collection. But what we need is an importance value for a certain term with respect to a whole document collection within the context of other document collections. Subsection 3.1 introduces the concept of TFICF (term frequency inverse class frequency) an extension of TFIDF that fulfills our criteria. In subsection 3.2, we explain how to use this new measure to extract discriminating and overlap terms. Finally, some notes on parameter tuning and preprocessing are given in the subsections 3.3 and 3.4.
Term frequency inverse class frequency (TFICF)
TFICF (term frequency inverse class frequency) is an extension of the classical TFIDF measure. The formula for weighted TFICF is composed of three factors (see equation 1).
∀ terms t i ∧ ∀ classes C j with i ∈ {1 · · · #terms} and j ∈ {1 · · · #classes} : 1
The tf value reflects the normalized overall frequency of a term within a collection. The icf (inverse class frequency) value takes into account in how many classes the term is present. The distr weight value depends on the distribution of a term over the documents of a collection. The tf value is calculated dividing the overall frequency of a term among the documents of a collection by the overall number of tokens in the collection (see equation 2).
The rationale is that longer documents exert a stronger influence on the tf value than shorter documents, which is appropriate in most application scenarios. However, the influences of all documents may be adjusted to be similar by considering only the relative frequency of terms in documents.
In contrast to the standard idf formula our icf formula has to operate on classes of documents instead of single documents. A straight forward application of the idf formula would be to say that a term t is an element of a class C, if it occurs in at least one of the corresponding documents. However, that means that outlier documents get a high influence on the result. Therefore, we propose to define that t is only considered element of a class C if at least X percent of the documents d contain the term -where X is a user-defined parameter (see equation 3).
ic f (t) = log( #classes |{C ∈ classes :
The icf value plays an important role in filtering stopwords (in the broadest sense, see section 4.2). This is due to the fact that it becomes 0 if all classes are considered as containing the term and in this case the term cannot be considered as being discriminating for any class.
The distribution of a term over the documents of a class also can reveal something about its importance for the class. There are a number of possible distribution weights that could be included into the multiplication -even several at once. We made good experiences using the standard deviation of a term's frequency as such a distribution weight but the χ 2 significance value may be used as well (both are suggested in [4] as term weights). Another valuable choice can be the integration of a term relevance weight which was defined by Salton & Buckley [20] as "the proportion of relevant documents in which a term occurs divided by the proportion of nonrelevant items in which the term occurs". In contrast to a typical information retrieval task where the division into relevant and nonrelevant documents is not given apriori, the term relevance weight can easily be evaluated here. To calculate the term relevance weight for a term t and a class C, we simply consider all documents out of C as relevant and all documents contained by the other classes as nonrelevant. The higher the percentage of documents in C containing t and the lower the corresponding percentage for the other classes, the higher is our weight (see equation 4 and 5) .
Determining discriminating and overlap terms
The weighted tficf measure provides a term score that is comparable among several classes. So the next logical step is to use it for comparison. For any term we get as many scores as there are classes: For each individual class, there is a particular score.
We now define that a term is discriminating for one of these classes if its score is much higher for this class than its scores for the other classes. To determine the discriminating terms for a class, we use a threshold called discrimination factor by which a score for one class must outnumber the scores for all other classes (see definition 1).
Definition 1. Discriminating terms
A term t is discriminating for a single class C k if:
∀i ∈ {1 · · · n} \ k: weighted tficf(t,C k ) > discrimination-factor · weighted tficf(t,C i ).
The same approach can be applied to determine if a term is discriminating for the overlap of several classes. This is precisely the case if the lowest term score for one of the overlap classes outnumbers the highest term score of the remaining classes at least by the threshold factor (see definition 2).
Definition 2. Overlap terms
For the overlap area of several classes {C k ,C l , · · · ,C m } a term t is discriminating if:
∀i ∈ {1 · · · n} \ {k, l, · · · , m}: min(weighted tficf(t,C k ), weighted tficf(t,C l ), · · ·, weighted tficf(t,C m )) > discrimination-factor · weighted tficf(t,C i ).
In practice both discriminating terms and overlap terms can be determined in a single scan through the database.
Parameter tuning
Our algorithm for determining the discriminating and overlapping terms has two parameters: a minimum percentage and the discrimination factor. The minimum percentage is used to specify the minimum number of documents of a class that must contain the term to allow it to be chosen as discriminative. Without that parameter all terms that only occur in one class would most certainly be considered as being discriminative even if they only occur once in that class (because X > 0 * factor would always be true, no matter how small the value of X is). While the minimum percentage can easily be set by the user (e.g. 0.2 if at least 20% of the documents shall contain a term), the discrimination factor threshold cannot easily be fixed without prior experience. In our experiments reasonable thresholds showed to lie typically in the interval between 1.5 and 3.0. In our implementation the exact threshold is set by using a dynamic slider, which allows the user to get the desired amount of discriminating terms.
Preprocessing
Like in many text mining applications careful preprocessing is valuable. In our case we applied a base form reduction algorithm [21] to all words in order to get singular forms for nouns and infinitive forms for verbs. In addition we used a POS-tagger ( [22] , [23] , [24] ) and a NP-chunker ([25], [26] ) to identify nouns respectively noun phrases. This allows us to focus only on nouns and noun phrases if this is desired. Numbers and short strings with less than 3 characters were deleted in the preprocessing step, since they often correspond to punctuation marks or special characters that do not need to be considered. One interesting advantage of our method is that we do NOT use any stopword lists. High-frequent stopwords like "the" or "and" are ignored with very high probability because their icf values become 0. Stopwords with a lower frequency in a regular case should not appear considerably more often in one class than in the others and thus are filtered out.
Application Examples
As mentioned in section 1 of this paper, our method can be used to explore the characteristics of predefined classes. The extracted discriminating and overlap terms enable users to gain insight into the hidden underlying topical structure of sets of document classes.
Characteristic Terms for Conferences
One concrete example for the application of our method could be motivated by the questions: If we take different conferences in the computer science area, can we detect automatically by processing all of the papers published in these conferences: (a) How they differ from each other? (b) What single conferences focus on or what makes them special? (c) What several conferences have in common, respectively what distinguishes them from the other conferences? We tried to answer these questions for a set of 9 different conferences by regarding about 100 recently published papers for each of these conferences. Besides the NLDB conference we decided to focus on other conferences that we know well, dealing with: The results of our approach can be found in figure 2:
As can be seen the discriminating terms of the NLDB relate very much to natural language. Database-related vocabulary does not appear in the list as it is also covered by other conferences and thus not discriminating for NLDB in this context. NLDB has a discriminating overlap with SIGIR conference, because only those two deal with query terms and corpora. In contrast, everything related to information or document retrieval apparently is significantly more covered by the papers of the SIGIR conference. NLDB has also small discriminating overlaps with VLDB and VAST but there is no overlap with the conferences that focus on visualization and computer graphics. Also the extracted terms for overlaps between two or more conferences fit nicely and are reasonable: E.g. SIGGRAPH and VIS share a lot of computer graphics vocabulary, and InfoVis and VAST the topic of visualizing information. SIGGRAPH, VIS and InfoVis still share some vocabulary related to graphical representations, while VIS, InfoVis and VAST all deal with visualizations. Finally, while SIGMOD and VLDB are both database conferences that share many database-related topics our method reveals that there are also differences in topic coverage. The term "database management", for example, only occurs in the SIGMOD term list, while VLDB papers seem to focus more on topics such as "memory usage". One nice particularity of our method is that if a term is important for every class then it is not extracted: Although NLDB surely shares topic terms such as e.g. "algorithm" or "data" with the visualization conferences, they are not extracted, as all the other considered conferences also contain these topics. Within the context of these specific other conferences such terms are not of interest as they do not provide any discrimination power. Another interesting issue is that some proper names appear in result sets. This is an indication that certain persons and institutions seem to have strong influences on specific conferences.
Characteristic Terms in Customer Reviews (Amazon)
In a different project we worked on a data set of printer reviews from amazon.com. We were interested in the attributes that the customers frequently commented on (such as the paper tray of the printer, the cartridges etc.). However, in those reviews not only Fig. 2 : On the left side the set of conferences is listed for which a set of terms is discriminating. A conference is contained in this set if its corresponding matrix entry is marked in a blue color tone. The more conferences a set contains, the darker is the blue. The corresponding terms can be found on the right side. The combinations of conferences that do not appear, simply do not jointly discriminate against the others in a certain topic.
the terms describing printer attributes occur frequently, but also the review-related vocabulary. Widely used stopword lists contain only very general terms like conjunctions, determiners, pronouns etc. and thus were not suitable to separate the printer terms from the rest. We had to apply a special term filtering that extracted the printer terms while it did not consider the review terms. For this purpose we applied our discrimination-based term extracting method: We used a counter-balance class containing book reviews and discriminated the printer review class against it. As both classes shared the review specific terms, only printer related terms were discriminating the printer class and hence got extracted. Figure 3 compares a simple approach that just extracts the 40 most frequent terms after filtering stopwords out (top) with the result of our technique using the book reviews as a counter-balance class (bottom). It is easy to see that the quality of the second list is much higher since lots of review-related terms such as "good", "like" or "need" that are uninteresting in our case are not contained in the list.
As you can see, besides getting deeper insight into the commonalities and differences of document collections our approach also allows us to do domain-specific term filtering without the usage of an ontology or a specialized knowledge base. To apply the technique a set of documents has to be provided that contains the words that we would like to be filtered out but does not contain (or does less often contain) the type of words that we are interested in. Our method is then used to extract the terms that discriminate the class of documents that we are interested in from this counter-balance class. As only terms are selected as discriminating terms that are significantly more important for one class than for the other, the aspects that the documents of both classes share are automatically filtered out. Sometimes it can be helpful to use more than one class as a counter-balance class. This is the case when there are several undesired aspects to be filtered out and there does not exist a single counter-balance class that contains all of those aspects.
terms with highest frequencies (stopwords have been removed):
printer, print, use, good, work, scan, buy, problem, install, software, great, time, easy, like, need, try, machine, ink cartridge, fax, ink, set, purchase, make, hp printer, copy, paper, run, product, come, price, look, say, want, photo, new, quality, real, page, wireless, think 40 discriminating terms: network, product, ink cartridge, fax, jam, paper, scan, print quality, print, download, printer, cartridge, software, mac, unit, function, month, all-in-one, installation, machine, scanner, install, box, model, use, hp, feature, replace, easy, black, document, fix, support, driver, ink, color, wireless, photo, expensive, hp printer Fig. 3 : 40 most frequent terms (top) compared to the Top-40 discriminating terms. It can easily be seen that the list of discriminating terms is more dense with respect to the question what the customers frequently comment on while the list of the most frequent terms also contains many terms that are typically used in reviews but do not convey the desired information (e.g. need, like, good, etc).
To evaluate how well the extracted terms are able to discriminate one class of documents from the others we used the extracted terms in a classification task. This was done as follows: Given three different classes of documents we used 4 different methods to extract (in average) 15 terms per class (the different methods are described in detail below). As classes we used the three conferences InfoVis, Siggraph, and Vis and each class was made up of 100 papers of the conference. The extracted terms were then used to classify a set of 60 test documents (20 of each class) that were different from the training set. Each of the 60 documents was assigned to the class that it shared most discriminating terms with. If there was more than one winning class the document was assigned to the class whose absolute frequency was largest (counting all the occurrences of discriminating terms instead of just every term once). If the document still could not be assigned unambiguously it was assigned to the class of ambiguous documents. In that classification task a method performs best if it extracts terms that discriminate a class from the others but yet also chooses terms that are characteristic for the class they have been extracted for (i.e. that they are shared by many documents of the specific class instead of being only significant for a small subset of documents of the class).
We used the following four methods for term extraction:
-TFIDF average: Given the training corpus of 300 documents for each document and each term in the corpus a TFIDF value was calculated. Afterwards the documents were sorted into classes and for each class the average TFIDF of each term was calculated. Next, the terms were sorted according to their average value. Finally, for each class the 15 top terms were chosen. -TFIDF max: The second method is very similar to the first one. The only difference is that instead of calculating the average TFIDF value the maximum TFIDF value of the class is chosen for each term. Then, again the terms are sorted according to their TFIDF values and the 15 top terms for each class were chosen. We included this method, too, since it has been proposed in other publications ([4] , [27] ). -Differential Analysis: This is a general technique that extracts technical terms from a corpus by comparing the probability of occurrence in the given corpus to a general reference corpus [9] . We used the authors online tool to extract the terms for our paper [28] . There are two main differences to our method: First, instead of comparing the different classes against each other a general reference corpus is used. Secondly, a different term weighting approach is used. As before, for each class we extracted the top 15 terms. -Our approach: To extract terms with the approach that is proposed in this paper we set the parameter values as follows: The minimum percentage was set to 0.11 (that means that more than 10% of the documents have to contain the term) and the discrimination factor to 2.0. Since our method does not extract a given number of terms but automatically determines the number of terms that well discriminate one class from the others we do not have exactly 15 Figure 4 shows the result in more detail. The large number of documents in the class "ambiguous" shows that the relatively good result for TFIDF max is misleading. Almost 80% of the documents could not be classified unambiguously. The results for the other 3 techniques are more meaningful. It can easily be seen in the confusion matrix that all the methods performed well on the classes InfoVis and Siggraph but that TFIDF avg and the Differential Analysis had problems with the class Vis. An explanation for that might be that the Vis conference is thematically somehow in between the two other conferences. The closer the classes are related to each other the more important it is that the applied method is able to find terms that are really discriminating and not only characteristic for the class as our method does. In order to get some deeper insight we conducted a more extensive evaluation where we also analyzed the distribution of the extracted terms visually. The left graphic of figure 5 shows the distribution across the documents of the class that the terms were extracted for (we used the terms and documents of class InfoVis). The height of each bar in the graphic represents the number of documents in the training corpus that contain k extracted terms. Obviously, the distribution for TFIDF max falls apart. More than 90% of the documents contain only 1 or even 0 of the extracted terms! That means that the method extracts many terms that can only be found in very few documents of the class (which means that they cannot be considered as characteristic for the class). The three other methods show distributions that are similar to each other. The right graphic of figure 5 reveals the difference between those three methods. This time not only the distribution of the terms across the class that the terms were extracted for has been analyzed but also the distribution across the two other classes. As can clearly be seen our approach is the only one that favors terms that often occur in the corresponding class but rarely in other classes. 1 Ambiguous documents were ignored in the accuracy calculation. Distribution across the documents of the class that the terms were extracted for (InfoVis). The height of each bar in the graphic represents the number of documents in the training corpus that contain k extracted terms (with k being mapped to the x-axis). Right: Distribution across the documents of the other two classes that the terms were not extracted for.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a novel approach for the extraction of discriminating and overlap terms out of a set of document classes. By applying our method to two important application scenarios, we were able to demonstrate its relevance and performance for real problems. First, our method gives insight into the topical coherences and differences among several distinct document classes, e.g. the papers of scientific conferences. Secondly, our method allows us to do domain-specific term filtering. The discrimination calculation is able to filter out automatically the vocabulary that covers a certain aspect or has a certain function. With both applications we are able to show that our method not only yields very good results but also can be applied easily and in a very flexible way. While we apply some language dependent preprocessing techniques like base form reduction, POS tagging and NP chunking, the core of our approach is language independent. Finally, we evaluate our method using the extracted terms in a classification task, where it yields better results than a number of other methods for term extraction. We assure that our method extracts discriminating terms that at the same time have a high relevance for a class. A wider range of promising application scenarios is easily imaginable -wherever classes of documents differ in topical, stylistic or linguistic features, and those differences on their part are of interest.
